A LAST WORD

We always try to save this INSIDE FRONT COVER SPACE = for a Last Word. And this Last Word is certainly NOTHING that we had Planned. But we do not want you to be in DARKNESS or IGNORANCE. (The same thing.) If we see what is happening or coming = we want you to know it.

ANN DeMICHAEL

ANN DeMICHAEL led out in 1961 to start the "10 VIRGIN PARABLE." She bought this Press. She had a Press set up in her Living Room to print 20,000 of SERIES #6. As far as I can recollect = it was her Idea to Prepare this Picture that is on the COVER of this "LAST WORD." It developed from ONE GIANT "GULLIVER" to 3 of them and "27 LILLIPUTIANS" = who have to face a "FILTHY RACE OF YAHODS!" (See WEBSTER.)

THE VERY LATEST IN "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER" =

You must obtain "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" = HOPE INTER-
ATIONAL, POB 940, EATONVILLE, WA 98328. Vol. 5,
No. 2, FEBRUARY 1990. This is a DRAMATIC MOVE = MADE
VERY DETERMINATELY = which will cause a "SHAKING!" in
the RANKS. HELPED ALONG by the INDIVIDUAL MOVES made
in the past by DR. WANG = DR. DAVID LIN = DR. RUE IN
HIS LAST "LAYWORKER" = ELDER HOWARD LEE = others we
could mention = even if they only did ONE THING = such
as CUT-OFF=TITHE! (And called on others to do the
same!) NOT TO BE GUILTY with USURPERS that have
taken over the LEADERSHIP of this CHURCH = and have
not a SOUND BONE in their WRETCHED BODY! Yet dare to
stand up there representing "THE CHURCH!"

IF WE ARE FULLY COGNIZANT WITH WHAT THIS MOVE MEANS =
this is a concerted ATTACK = EVERY WRITER ADDS TO THE
THEME = must have been MONTHS in PREPARATION = leading
to what will CERTAINLY be the BIGGEST SPLIT to come in
this "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" It will HIT the LEADERSHIP
of "THE CHURCH" = right between the EYES! It will
SPLIT "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" RIGHT=IN-TWO = ??? THIS
is an "11th HOUR MOVE!" ("MIDNIGHT CRY" TO FOLLOW.)

READ IT FOR YOURSELF! SUPERB ARTICLES!

TOOK A LONG TIME IN THE PLANNING! THEY ARE NOT GOING
ALONG WITH "DARK AGE" and "JEWISH AGE!" = "ROMAN LAW =
COURTS - RACK" on the Road to DEATH! DRAGGING the
NATION with them! BOTH ALIKE GUILTY! SCUTTLING of
AMERICAN FREEDOMS!

[Continued on Inside Back Cover]  - 1 -
"SAID THE ANGEL:

"NOTHING-LESS than the WHOLE-ARMOUR of Righteousness can enable man to OVERCOME the POWERS of DARKNESS and RETAIN the VICTORY over them." EW 273. TI:181-2. This is "CONTRARY!" to any FROOM-WILSON-MOVEMENT of DESPARATION wherein HMS RICHARDS voiced a "gospel which saves the sinner through FAITH-FAITH ONLY, plus NOTHING and MINUS nothing!" MD 619. (1971.) "THE MOST HOLY PLACE" is the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE." EW 254-5. SG 1:165. Is the FIRM FOUNDATION of our "FAITH." SM 1:206-7. "This FOUNDATION...will stand STORM and TEMPEST." SM 1:204. "The Children of God...THE THIRD ANGEL was pointing THEM to THE MOST HOLY PLACE...The WAY to the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY...as an ANCHOR to hold the BODY...as INDIVIDUALS receive and UNDERSTAND them, they are SHIELDED against the many DELUSIONS of SATAN." SG 1:165-6. (EW 256.) WILSON-HAMMILL-EVA (KD&A) could not see "THE WAY" to the HEAVENLY SANCTUARY in DALLAS - 1980! "Where...the "PLACE" of His "SANCTUARY" was CAST DOWN...to the GROUND...trodden UNDER FOOT!" Dan.8:9-13. Ps.74-7. (Followed by "DESOLATION!") 1883 - Committee of 5 voted to CHANGE the BOOKS! And 1888-Great Controversy was their Forerunner - "BOOKS of a NEW ORDER" - these pursuits will STING "like an ADDER and DROWN them in PERDITION!" T2:336-7. 1 Tim. 6:9. Ps.91:13. Luke 10:19. Their CHANGED 1888 GC book pushed aside - DEGRADED E. G. White from a PROPHET to a HISTORIAN! (Compare with her 1884 GC.) SM 1:204-5.


"WHORE'S FOREHEAD"

"Therefore the SHOWERS have been withholden, and there hath been no LATTER RAIN: and thou hast a WHORE'S FOREHEAD, thou REFUSEDST to be ASHAMED!" Jer.3:3. 78:250. "HARLOT!"

"27 BELIEFS"

SDA 1988 Book - "27 BELIEFS" blossomed into tangible DREAMS for J. R. SPANGLER, Editor of MINISTRY Magazine. We view this work to be - "SNARES of the FOWLER!" Merely improved-streamlined concoction - sweetened-spiced-woven throughout with threads from COMMENTARIES-EXALTED ABOVE The Spirit-of-Prophecy! In efforts to coexist most harmoniously with Pentecostals, Talmudists, New Agers, L.O.R., Catholics, Charismatics, Jews of Tel Aviv, Jimmy Swaggers, Jim Bakkers, Billy Grahams--calling for "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE & UNIVERSAL CREED!" GC 443-5.

GATHER TOGETHER

Will GATHER TOGETHER all RIFF-RAFF pleased with the DECEPTIONS of "UNCONDITIONAL LOVE!" "UNIVERSALISM!" See pages: VII,6,25,274,305,350,356 & much more! Is THIS your RELIGION? NOT OURS!

"27 BLACK BANNERS" EW 212. T6:144.

"WILL RECOIL"

"...This EVIL WORK will RECOIL upon themselves." BC 4:1169. MB 127. "She Shall ABHOR HERSELF!" Ezek. 16.
"Our constant Prayer should be, "Hold up my goings in THY PATH, O Lord, that my Footsteps slip not."

OTHERWISE

"LIKE grows with LIKE in TRANSGRESSION. It is a FEARFUL ASSIMILATION." DA 635.

"THE SHAME OF IT ALL = !!!!"

We spent MONTHS = closer to a YEAR = to put the COVER on the last Mailing. "27 FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS." We ended up using the Skills of 6 Artists to finalize that Picture as you saw it on

"27 FUNDAMENTAL BELIEFS."

OUR ASSOCIATE PRODUCER = ANN DeMICHAEL found some who did not Understand what the Picture was all about = and one Sister = covered it up as she did not want her Husband to see the Sort of Literature we put out =

"THE SHAME OF IT ALL = !!!!"

Yes, we agree = "THE SHAME OF IT ALL = !!!! FIRST WE SUBMIT:

SHAME (1) = From one End of the BIBLE to the other = the Life of a Christian is portrayed as a "BATTLE!" = and a "MARCH!" God's people are to be led by WARRIORS FULLY CLAD = "...to STAND in the BATTLE in the DAY of the LORD!" Ezekiel 13:5. EW 69.

SHAME (2) = THE FULLY CLAD WARRIOR = must have: (1) The "HELMET" of "SALVATION." (2) The "BREASTPLATE" of "RIGHTEOUSNESS." (3) The "LOINS" girt about with "TRUTH." (4) The "FEET" shod with the "GOSPEL." Thus he stands = fully "CLAD" with "WHOLE ARMOR OF GOD" to be able to "QUENCH" all the "FIERY DARTS" of the "WICKED." (All this by PAUL in EPHESIANS 6:11 to 17.)
SHAME (4) =

But from this ARSENAL of the Lord = the CHURCHES of "BABYLON" choose only (5) The "SHIELD" of "FAITH."

EPHESIANS 6:16. SHAME (5) = They even go so far as to want "FAITH ALONE!" (Which, as most Ministers know = cannot be found in any ORIGINAL TEXT of the BIBLE!)

IT WAS ADDED!

SHAME (6) = LAODICEA enters this Picture = and one of the charges of the Lord = LAODICEA stands: (as does BABYLON!) = no SWORD = no WEAPONS at all = THROWN in the DISCARD since LAODICEA wants to (As a good "HARLOT" always does - T8:250) in her Hope-Chest she has: "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT..." thus she stands = (AS ANN DeMICHAEL WANTS TO PORTRAY in this REVISED DRAWING = the "ARMOR" discarded so long = CHICKENS and other BIRDS nest in it = making it a good Refuge for MICE and RATS! (And some one might come up with the Idea of adding a "SKUNK!" (The SMELL of: "CHURCH GROWTH SEMINARS" based on "BY FAITH ALONE!" = as their "VOICELESS PROPHECY" = "SAINT" RICHARDS wanted to put in EVERY ISSUE of their "P.R.E.A.C.H." (SDA "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE) to go to ALL (250,000) MINISTERS of other Churches = this is their Idea of the "LOUD CRY!") = together with COZING UP to the GOLIATH PHILISTINE GIANT = overcoming him with: "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT...!"

(A Special Book.) = this EUPHEMISM expressed in the JOINT BOOK by FROOM-WILSON = ("MOVEMENT OF DESTINY") that they were so ANXIOUS to present "THE NEW LOOK" OF "ADVENTISM = that they Sold to MINISTERS of other Churches for $1.00 each! and now WILSON is so GUNG HO about this "27 BELIEFS" Book that he wants it put in EVERY LIBRARY AROUND THE WORLD! This is their "LAST MESSAGE!" We believe it is EXEMPLIFIED BY "VOICELESS PROPHECY" RICHARDS: "FAITH ONLY, PLUS NOTHING, and MINUS NOTHING!" "MOVEMENT OF DESTINY" = p.619. (He avows he had this since 1926.)

SHAME (7) = So afraid of the HORRORS of "LEGALISM!" (See WEBSTER: one who: "CONFORMS TO LAW!")) that the UNHOLY TRINITY (FROOM-WILSON-RICHARDS) in their JOINT BOOK = "MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION" p.619. = want the World to know that they REPUDIATE all "WORKS!" and "LAW!" = just as PORTRAYED in the Book of the Revelations = LAODICEA ventures forth to meet the World = the POWERS OF DARKNESS = with:
"And unto the ANGEL of the CHURCH of the LAODICEANS WRITE...and KNOWEST NOT that thou art...NAKED!"
Rev. 3:14, 17.

SHAME (8) = What a sorry Sight! NO ARMOR = NO SWORD = FACING THE POWERS OF DARKNESS with NOTHING but the "SHIELD" of "FAITH ALONE!" (Even THAT is BORROWED from the Mighty Princes of "BABYLON!") THIS = they AVOW = is their "LAST MESSAGE!" We believe it is. As the SAME BOOK - L E F-M D p.319 to 322. (This is what the whole Book is all about!) This 1971 "AWAKENING!" is based on a "GALAXY of 50 WRITERS" (KNIGHT in recent "MINISTRY" Magazine RECOMMENDS a whole SLEW of their Books) = that PAXTON called: "THE HOLINESS (CHARIS-MATIC) MOVEMENT!" p.65,69,74,75,95. HOLY FLESH = PENTECOSTAL = CELEBRATION = LOR.

SHAME (9) = They finally hit the "SECRET" of having "CONSENSUS of OPINION!" = as ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED = Teach "IN COMMON!" with the OTHER CHURCHES as they passed in AUTUMN COUNCIL = RH Dec.18, 1969, p.20. Which gave birth to that Bed-Time "MAXWELL BOOK" ("MAN!"") 1970. FEATURED by PIERNER-WILSON 1970 to 1980. MILLIONS of copies FREE. (We have the last 400.) (BUT NOT "FREE!")

SHAME (10) = To appreciate the "SHAME of IT ALL!" all this was PREDICTED by the PEN of ELLEN WHITE = over 100 YEARS AGO! That a "NEW" and GENUINE "MOVEMENT" would come = 1884 GC 296. But that SATAN would try to PREVENT it by: "INTRODUCING A "COUNTERFEIT!" "...in the MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS" of the "FUTURE!" (Tell SESSLER this is "FUTURISM") "...in the FUTURE!" GC 464.

SHAME (11) = Did the Prophet stop there = ??? SAME CHAPTER = SAME SUBJECT = she CATALOGUES = she LISTS = the Doctrines of the GRAND "COUNTERFEIT!" Even the most VACANT-MINDED "CHRISTIAN" would have NO TROUBLE understanding this INFUSION = if he was not BOMBARDED by endless YEARS of INDOCTRINIZATION and TRADITION. If he would only use his own INTELLIGENCE he could UNDERSTAND what the "COUNTERFEIT" is as LISTED and CATALOGUED in GC 471-3.

(A) "INSTANTANEOUS SANCTIFICATION" = ("I AM SAVED!"

(B) By FAITH "ALONE!" "ONLY BELIEVE!"

(C) "And the Blessing is YOURS!" Naturally then:

(D) "NO FURTHER EFFORT!" All this in GC 471(300).
(E) Then the Writer of "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY" goes on to **evaluate** that Teaching of "I AM SAVED!" = "BY FAITH ALONE!" = "ONLY BELIEVE!" = in the next Page, GC 472:

(F) "Wilt thou know, O vain man = that "FAITH" without "WORKS" is **dead!"** James 2:20,26. **DA 467.**

(G) (And what is **dead** - take it out and **bury** it = and **don't mark the Spot!**)

(H) "...this ENSNARING DOCTRINE...It is not "FAITH!"...it is "PREMPTION!" **GC 472. SC 60-1. DA 309. (And 20 more!)**

(I) There is no **writer** of any "organized" **church** = that will do any more than **dabble** around the **edges** of this massive "counterfeit!" But there is still more to come! **GC 473:**

(J) As there are: "**STEPS TO CHRIST!"** there are also: "**STEPS TO PERDITION!"** And those who let their minds go to **think** it = to **walk** it = to **talk** it = that they are **saved!"** without "**effort!"" and without "**work!"** will **end** up in the **last book in the Bible**: "And behold! I come quickly; and my **reward!"** is with Me, to give to **every man** according as his "**works"** shall be!" **Verse 12.**

(K) The proud "**Pharisee"** who "**knows"" his "**synagogue"" (Rev.3:9. **EW 15,30,37.** will be "**saved!"** sealed! **HOLY!"** may "**know!"" too much when he sums it all up and declares himself: "**sinless!"** "Ye shall be as "**gods!"** **GC 473.**

(L) Now there is no **use** trying to hide behind buoyant **euphoria** that this is: "**too deep for me!"** "I do not **understand it!"** The only ones that do not: "**understand!"** are found in **Daniel** the last chapter and it tells you **why** = **Dan.12:10. PK 515. Hosea 4:6.**

(M) This brings us to **Paul** in 2 Peter 1:5 to 7. **RH 5:416.** How can "**faith**" be **cold** and "**alone!"" if you: "**add**" to your "**faith**" = "**virtue = knowledge = temperance = patience = godliness = brotherly kindness = charity!"" If we had all that = there would be no wars = no revolutions = no labor troubles = not in **Europe** or **Asia** or **America** = or **anywhere = !!!**

(N) This is what it means to be a **soldier.** in the **Lord's "army!"" = **fully clad** with all the "**armor"" on - nothing **discarded** in the **junk heap"** = where
CHICKENS and BIRDS make their NESTS =
If some one else will take OUR WORK and the WORK of 7 ARTISTS = and RE-DO IT = we would APPRECIATE IT = as this is the REAL 100% "LAST MESSAGE!" Which those who "DO WICKEDLY" will not "UNDERSTAND!" Dan. 12:10. LED in the FINAL STAGES = by "THE LAODICEANS!" = BLIND = DEAF = NAKED! They even take: "SPEWN OUT!" and by wonderful GYMNASTICS of the MIND = 3 SUMMERSAULTS into the AIR = convince themselves and others that "SPEWN OUT!" = means: "GOING THRU!" (To "HELL!" send for FREE COPY of RH August 1, 1898.) T6:408. (And 20 more!) No, we look for no "RUSH!" to accept this Message. "TO" and not "FROM" = "TO" the "LAODICEANS!"
The "TESTIMONY OF JESUS!" will be no more effective Today than it was in the Days in Christ! The "HIGH-
PRIEST" then as now - is moving BY "LAW!" to put a STOP to "DISSIDENTS" = WORLD-WIDE. We look for the Lord to bring them up before the HEAVENLY TRIBUNAL = and that right Early. Called a "CRISIS!" Keep on the MAILING LIST. ANN DeMICHAEL PLANS TO "RE-PRINT" papers we put out YEARS AGO = to show that we did not need to CHANGE OUR DOCTRINE to suit every CHANGING "MIND!" (This applies to TAPES also.) Send us "NAMES" of those who should receive these Papers. "HEALTH REFORMERS." There is no Hope for the other Kind. We may even STOP = dealing with the LUKEWARM CLASS altogether. We will notify you somehow as the Scroll Unrolls. "GOD BE WITH YOU 'TILL WE MEET AGAIN!"

*****A= Since RAE went to the "LOS ANGELES TIMES" and followed by THOUSANDS of other PRESS RELEASES that LAUGH and GUFFAW around the World at the people who are so SIMPLE as to follow ELLEN WHITE.

*****B= Since the WORLD itself is so DEADLY INTERESTED right now in WORLD "EVENTS" = what is COMING in the Line of PROPHECY = PREDICTIONS = PSYCHICS - and meet the World = FACE to FACE with PROOF POSITIVE FAILURE of their much vaunted "PSYCHICS"= how they are "RIGHT" once in 20 or 40 TIMES = !!!

*****C= and how ELLEN WHITE WAS RIGHT = in the "EVENTS!" in their "ORDER!" = PROVEN MORE with EACH PASSING DAY = !!! - 8 -
EVENTS IN EUROPE = THE PAPACY = AMERICA = WHO SETS UP THE "IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" = WHO STARTED "AIDS?" = WHO SUES THEIR OWN MEMBERSHIP = has this a PROPHETIC PARALLEL? = HOW WILL THIS END? WHY DOES A "PROTESTANT" CHURCH HIRE "CATHOLIC" LAWYERS? = WHY DO THEY USE CHURCH FUNDS FOR WHAT THEY "ONCE-UPON-A-TIME" DECLARED was done in the "DARK AGES?" Is this the "DARK AGE" OF ADVENTISM?

******D= NOTIFY THE WORLD that ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED that their going to "LAW!" as the JEWS went to ROMAN "LAW!" = and that "LAW!" turned against THEM = just as CHRIST PREDICTED = !!! And the "TESTIMONY OF JESUS" =

1990
Ethel Clem
P.O. Box 69
Caulfield, MO
65626
January, 1990

Happy New Year.

Dear Dr. Haehni:

I wanted to thank you for "By Mail"

A combination of booklets including "By Mail"

"21 Fundamental Beliefs". I keep it under reading it as long as I keep it under a banner. It stays great depth to any under.
repeats this WARNING to SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS = but they are kind of HARD-OF-HEARING but perhaps the WORLD will LISTEN to what this AMAZING "PSYCHIC" or "PROPHET" predicted as to what would happen to "THEM" and to any who follow "THEM!"

*****E= THE WORLD will really SIT UP and TAKE NOTICE = that to HIDE this EVIDENCE the URIAH SMITH FALSE PROPHETS = went to work and CHANGED the WRITINGS of this MODERN Day Prophet!

*****F= HOW she came into "VISION!" Just like the Prophet DANIEL = no BREATH in the Body = she looked
UPWARDS as though she saw something in the DISTANCE =
but her EYES did not BLINK = and could not be made to
BLINK = for up to HOURS=AT=A=TIME! And this also is in
the Book of Daniel. DANIEL 10:7-12, 15-19. THE LORD HAS
LAID A BURDEN on the Hearts of the WORLD to seek for
DIVINE MANIFESTATIONS and PREDICTIONS = we can fill
the VOID with the TRUTH about ELLEN WHITE = and since
the WAY has already been PREPARED by the NEWS MEDIA
ADVERTISING that NAME = they will REACH for that MAGA-
ZINE to take it Home and Read it = and SOME will MARVEL
and BELIEVE and be CONVERTED. And after all = what else
are we interested in = ??? we = the only ones who can = answer = their = questions = and especially when they see what is going to hit SDA's in the coming days and weeks = how there will be internal upheavals as the membership realize more than they ever did = how they have been hoax = and it will not be only the "world" that will be interested = but also the young adventists who must have the truth before the end.

(Continued on Page 18.)
Rt 2 Box 744  
Lake Butler, Fl 32054  
Jan 10 1990

Dear Brother Hoehn,

It looks as if events are moving along rapidly. I am quite impressed by the events in Europe. It looks as if the old Holy Roman Empire (neither Holy nor Roman) will soon be back in existence. I am glad I am not tied to interpretations of the brethren. In my reading of the Scriptures I can see no reason for the HRE not to be reactivated. What else could "but receive power as kings one hour with the beast." mean? Rev 17:12.

It just hit me last week that the European Common Market has ten voting members, all part of the HRE; all of eastern Europe is formerly members of the HRE; but it is interesting how only ten kings are specified as having power one hour with the beast. One hour in prophetic time is 15 days. That means events will move rapidly.

I am saddened by the news of George Rue. God knows what is best for each of us. I wonder how any of us will be able to stand through the last days. We going to see events happen that, in the wildest of our imagining, we never pictured. If it were possible it will truly deceive the very elect.
THE BIBLE TEACHES 2 CLASSES:
SPIRITUAL "ISRAEL" and SPIRITUAL "BABYLON" = SHEEP and
WOLVES = WHEAT and TARES = GOLD and DROSS = JEWELS and
RUBBISH = WISE and FOOLISH = CHURCH and SYNAGOGUE =
RIGHTOUS and WICKED.

IN THE CONTINUING SYMBOLISMS =
"AS IS WAS" in the Days of Noah=Lot = "SO SHALL IT BE!"
= HISTORY REPEATED! SALVATION dependent on the
"MESSAGE" for that "TIME!" Go "IN" to an ARK = to be
Saved! Go "OUT!" of 2 Cities = "OUT!" of SODOM and
GOMORRAH. "OUT!" of the CITY = TEMPLE = PRIESTS and
PEOPLE = in the Days of Christ and His Apostles.
SALVATION was dependent on being "STRANGERS" here -
in a "FOREIGN LAND." We do not TALK their LANGUAGE =
do not KEEP their FEASTS = CUSTOMS = STYLES = or
TRADITIONS.

THIS IS THE MESSAGE OF THE "MIDNIGHT CRY!" =
WHICH SWELLS INTO THE "LOUD CRY!"
It is ONE MESSAGE = "GO YE OUT! to meet HIM!" = "Come
OUT of Her, My people!" = (What is the DIFFERENCE?)

IS REVELATION 18 - THE LAST MESSAGE = ???
WHAT DOES IT TEACH = ??? In the final Wind-up of
Earth's affairs = "BABYLON" is going to be: "DE-
STROYED!" = the Last Call is for "SEPARATION!" - or
else! Or else "PARTAKE" of her "SINS" and "RECEIVE"
of her "PLAGUES!" REV. 18:4.

IN THE "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY."
IT IS SYMBOLIZED as TWO ARMIES = "IN TERRIBLE CON-
FLICT!" = T8:41. "THE GREAT CONTROVERSY BETWEEN
CHRIST AND SATAN." "PUT ON THE WHOLE ARMOR!" EPH.
6:11. PAUL LISTS what the ARMOR IS = in order to be
fully PROTECTED from the "FIERY DARTS" of the "ENEMY!"
EPH. 6:16. BUT WILSON = FROOM = ANDERSON = in order
to be "IN COMMON" (GC 445) with BARNHOUSE and MARTIN=
venture forth with only "I AM SAVED!" = "ONLY BELIEVE!"
= "NO FURTHER EFFORT!" = they DISCARD = throw in the
TRASH HEAP = (a good HIDE-OUT for RATS = MICE = SNAKES
= SKUNKS = a PLACE for BIRDS to make their NESTS) =
LAODICEA does the SAME = all they want is the "SHIELD"
of EPH. 6:16 = "FAITH ALONE!"

TRY TO TELL THEM THAT IS THE "COUNTERFEIT" =
of GC 464 and "FAITH ALONE!" in the SAME CHAPTER is
INDEXED as:

[Insert Page 1]
"THIS ENSNARING DOCTRINE...
IT IS NOT "FAITH!"...IT IS "PRESUMPTION!" GC 471-2.
They DISCARD "WORKS!" They are "SINLESS!" GC 473.
SOME ARE SO FAR GONE - THEY ARE EVEN "GODS!"

THE END OF IT ALL = ???

"...and KNOWEST NOT that thou art...NAKED!" Rev.
3:17.1 DA 300, 475, 280.

THUS THEY FACE THE ENEMY = WITH "FAITH ALONE!"
NO PROTECTION IN THE COMING "CRISIS" HOUR.
DO NOT BE FOOLED BY THEM!

STANDISH CONSORTIUM TAKE-OVER
AS USUAL = the ("GUEST") ARTICLE in this "OUR FIRM FOUNDATION" = February 1990 by "JOE MANISCALCO" = (and others we are Hearing are coming into line = including MARTY WOLD) = ready to get on the exciting BAND-WAGON)
Ready to drive the WILSON CONSORTIUM = "OUT!" and they take over. We will evaluate this in coming Papers. But just now we Face =

"THE PAPACY!" = THE PAPACY!" = "THE PAPACY!"

EVERYTHING IS "THE PAPACY!" WITH HORROR WE SEE = STANDISH APPROVED "PROPHETIC INTERPRETATION" BY JOE MANISCALCO = the Key-Statement that ELLEN WHITE MADE = does NOT apply to the ADVENTIST "SYNAGOGUE" in the "OMEGA" of their "APOSTASY" = "MANY" are NOT standing in "OUR PULPITS" with "THE TORCH OF FALSE PROPHECY" in their hands = kindled from the "HELLISH TORCH OF SATAN!" TM 409. And we are NOT to "SOUND AN ALARM!" about this. TM 410. NO! NO! NO! "SPEWN OUT!" still means: "GOING THRU!" = "PHILADELPHIA" is NOT the "CHURCH TRIUMPHANT" as BOTH JOE MANISCALCO and MARTY WOLD gave us at MALO WASHINGTON = NO! NO! NO!

"THE OLD WINE IS BETTER!"

So we have to follow Santee and come Hat in Hand = we will put in a NEW POPE = (and perhaps 2) = so the Statement by EGW applying to ADVENTISM = we have to shift over as applying to

"THE PAPACY!" "GLORY BE!"

The coming "GENERAL MOVEMENT" of EZEKIEL 28; (BC 4:1162.) is NOT
the way ELDER BRISBIN had in his Book = p.29 = NO! NO! NO! Till we get to ANALYZE THIS = do your own CHECKING from the ORIGINAL = SERIES B:386. BRISBIN 29. June 15, 1911. [Till we meet again!]

[Insert Page 2]
I am sending you a copy of my latest epistle. I heard Paul Harvey give the rest of the story on Christmas, the other day. It sounded like a proscription against motherhood and apple pie. How could anyone ever say a word against a tradition so sacred as Christmas!

The birthday of Jesus and Christmas have been two of my fondest researches since I became a Christian. In my Pagan days I knew that Christmas was not the birthday of Jesus. It surprises me how many nominal Christians think it is. "The love of money is the root of all evil." My mother always said, "Give the devil his due." He is a shrewd being!

We survived the recent cold snap with little damage. I had to replace one faucet under the house and re-prime my pump when the power came back on after being off 7 hours. Praise the Lord! I sure am glad I am on wood heat. It is cheaper to buy gasoline for a chain saw than it is to buy fuel oil for a furnace. When the Lord returns none of us will be cold again.

Please put me on the tape list and keep me on all the lists you have. I am enjoying the bulletins. You are confirming what has been revealed to me. We must be being moved by the same Spirit and given similar information.

Most of the local SDA's believe that the church knows best. Some of them agree with me as long as they do not have to commit
themselves to the unknown or have to exert themselves. They are comfortable where they are and do not appreciate having the boat rocked.

Ever since I read SG and EW in 1961 I have known that the two books were not written or edited by the same author. After six months at Andrews I knew that the bureaucracy of the church was on the wrong course. I left Andrews and went to the self supporting work with Ralph Martin at Oak Haven, Michigan. After a time there I went to Puerto Rico and taught Physics in a Catholic High School. The brethren in Fajardo, PR kept telling me that the priest was going to make an Auto-de-fe out of me some Sunday.

I have already arrived at the time that I will read none of the RED books, only the BLACK books. Have you seen the birth of Jesus in the Day of Atonement? If you move six months from the day of His crucification you are on the Day of Atonement. Every act of Jesus' life was done to fulfill the Scriptures, including His birth. Compare Isaiah 7:14 with Matthew 1:21. Immanuel was a time prophecy and Emmanuel was its fulfillment.

You can print any part or all of my letters that you wish. Like you I am trying to enlighten some unenlightened people and if it were not for the admonition in Ezekiel I would let them burn.
I feel that there is a lot of surprises awaiting us in these last days. If we let the Spirit work our minds we will not be mislead. We will be odd, singular, straight-laced extremists.

Your brother in Christ,

Bill Woodward

CAREY ROWLANDSON, "Misty Mountain" = Via BELL-BROOK, NSW 2440, AUSTRALIA. Are now putting out Publications suitable for the World. They are zeroing in on the "PUBLIC SCHOOL" Question. You can write to them for your "READING TABLE." They may deal with other Subjects.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

PHYLLIS PORTER, P.O. Box 774, VENETA, OREGON, 97487 U.S.A. Is back with us again. She tells it like it is in her quaint and native Style = Well worth while to get on her Mailing List. She expects an Offering BEFORE she sends out any Paper. She gives no Receipts. She is a dear Soul. UNINHIBITED!
In this place we no longer smoke
We accomplished this with pride
So if you really need a weed
Please take your BUTT OUTSIDE...

New
Flip Top Box
For
Smokers

COURTESY
of
Madelyn
Lewis
(Continued from page 12.)

T9:97 and 20 MORE!

When JUDGMENT follows JUDGMENT = the SEA and the WAVES
ROARING = EARTHQUAKE followed by HAIL = HAIL followed
FLOOD = FLOOD in one place = DROUGHT in another = INCREASE in ACCIDENTS by LAND = by SEA = and in the AIR
= people will tell other people = of that "MAGAZINE"
that tells it how it is. I had a DREAM years ago =
that some RICH MAN is going to FINANCE such a MAGAZINE
= in the TIME of "CRISIS" and "TROUBLE." In a "WAR."
In a Time of "PESTILENCE(AIDS)" = how this HARMONIZES
with the BIBLE = so many DEAD = they will not be
GATHERED = LAMENTED = or BURIED! (LEFT OUT of Ew 48
RH 1:11. TM 385.) We have been trying to slowly turn
our Papers to PREPARE them for the WORLD = to have an-
other look at this "PSYCHIC" that the "HEALTH FEDERA-
TION" and WORLD NEWS COMMENTATOR = "PAUL HARVEY"
= (BILM WOODWARD LETTER = one of our better Writers.)
has his Foot already in the Door with PAUL HARVEY. And
the Lord has His "OTHERS!" to appear out of NOWHERE
when the "CRISIS" = hits = and the "DUMB DOGS" go YAP-
PING down the Road = their Tails between their Legs.
"COWARDLY take the side of the OPPONENTS!" T5:136.
"TOWARD WHOM their SYMPATHIES("WHAT I LIKE ABOUT...!")
HAVE LOONG BEEN TENDING!" T5:463. "AND THE PEOPLE do
not PREPARE for the "BATTLE!" (just go it "BY FAITH
(and STUPIDITY!) "ALONE!" T5:716.

AND THE END OF IT ALL = ???

(Did it help to RUN = HIDE = GIVE IN = ???) "Here we
see..."PEACE and SAFETY" is the CRY!...THESE DUMB
(very DUMB!) DOGS...all perish TOGETHER!" T5:211. "The
SEAL of the LIVING GOD is upon His people. THIS=SMALL=
REMNANT..." T5:213. "In the TIME of the END...GOD'S
REMNANT PEOPLE, standing before the World as
"REFORMERS!" PK 678. (And that says it ALL = and that
says it WELL!)

"THE "OMEGA" JOURNAL."

A New 80 page Publication from "OMEGA COUNTDOWN MINIS-
TRIES" POB 20030, 205 Fifth Ave., S.W. CALGARY,
ALBERTA. CANADA T2P 4H3. (This is actually RON &
SHIRLEY BEAULIEU "BORNE" Adventist. Minister's son. Formerly of POB 426, COLLEGE HEIGHTS, Alta. T0C 0Z0

THEY HAVE BEEN ACCUMULATING MATERIAL FOR MANY YEARS =

Intending to sink that LAODICEAN RIVER SCOW = with one TORPEDO. We have seen them COME = we have seen them GO = by the DOZEN and by the HUNDREDS. This is just:

"ANOTHER ONE!"

SAME AS FRITZ ALSETH = take "HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY" material = ADD a DASH of "SHEPHERD'S ROD" = SPRINKLE some "GERMAN SACRAMENTO REFORM" = Spike it with "GUNDRUM" SAUCE = "WILL ROSS DREAM" = blend it well together = and offer this as the Latest "BEAULIEU COCKTAIL."

WHERE GUNDRUM FOUND IT WE DO NOT KNOW =

When we met that ABOMINATION at the Time = we were sure that was the End of it = but here it rears it's Ugly Head again! 144,000 ADVENTISTS SEALED = (We can never get rid of that one.) Head for the Hills = with PART of the "WILL ROSS (ROGERITE) DREAM" = go into HIDING while the UNSEALED ADVENTISTS are GUNDRUN = SHEPHERD'S ROD "SLAUGHTERED!" Then the 144,000 "TRANSLATION SAINTS" = find a Moment of "PEACE!" in which they give the alleged: "LOUD CRY!" To bring in that WHALE of a "MULTITUDE" = always POPULAR. Gives them a Feeling of DIGNITY = IMPORTANCE = PROUD = HAUGHTY = PHARISEES. NO ONE will tell them anything but that "THEM" and "THEY ONLY!" are God's Elect. PREDESTINED and INFAILIBLE. BEAST and IMAGE of the Beast.

OUR TORPEDO TO SINK THAT DERELICT.

Spreading itself across the Sea-Lanes = a THREAT to all SHIPPING. ELLEN WHITE: "The BOLTS of GOD'S WRATH are soon to FALL = and when He shall BEGIN to punish the TRANSGRESSORS there will be NO=PERIOD=OF=RESPITE until the End." TM 182. 1894.

"NO PERIOD OF RESPITE!"

THE SAINTS THAT GO INTO HIDING = do NOT come out = the WICKED "SURROUND" the Camp of the Saints = ready to "SLAUGHTER" them. "THE VOICE OF GOD" turns their Captivity. ANOTHER TRUTH: "GOD" does no "SLAUGHTERING" at this TIME = this is ALREADY in the 6th. PLAGUE and they "SLAUGHTER" EACH OTHER! EW 290,282. Rather than "WIN" the "MULTI" in this TOO LATE HOUR =
there is no "WINNING" of any "MULTITUDES" in this HOUR. The "MULTITUDES" = "SLAUGHTER" EACH OTHER! EW 282. GC 656. THE SAINTS NEVER LEAVE THE HIDING PLACE until the Angels "GATHER" them = AFTER the "VOICE OF GOD." The 144,000 "GATHER" NOBODY in this Hour. That is only a nice DREAM from a SLEEPING LAODICEAN.

THERE IS NO ROOM IN THIS "FOREWORD"

Perhaps we should cover this more Fully in another Publication. If you MARK as you go = you will find a MASS of CONTRADICTIONS = he starts out telling you about the "BRIDE" = and ENDS UP saying: "WE DO NOT KNOW" WHO THE "BRIDE" IS = !!! ONE REASON IS = he goes by URIAH SMITH'S BOOK (as does GERMAN REFORM) = The "BRIDE" is NOT the "TRUE CHURCH" as Sr. White said. "THE HOLY CITY (THE TRUE CHURCH)" 1884 GC 188. "THE HOLY CITY (THE TRUE CHURCH)" 1888 GC 266. "(THE TRUE CHURCH)"-LEFT OUT of your GC 266. "OMEGA JOURNAL" pays NO ATTENTION to the BOOKS having been CHANGED = so he believes URIAH SMITH'S BOOK p.426-7. "THE BRIDE" becomes the "HOLY CITY!" THE PERPETRATORS of the "WOLFE-PAC TIME-CHART" made the SAME MISTAKE = !!! PAID NO ATTENTION to the Fact that the Books were CHANGED = and found themselves "LYING" in the WRECK of their own SPECULATIONS. The "SHAME!" of it all. The World will think we are all "CRAZY!" Not knowing the DIFFERENCE between 2 "ELLEN WHITES!" We are not sorry we spent a LIFE-TIME studying the DIFFERENCE = 2 ELDERS brought the PROOF to me in this very AREA = "CANADIAN JUNIOR COLLEGE" = LACOMBE, ALBERTA. CANADA. Why they picked me = I will never know. It was PROVINCIAL. They were ESTABLISHED = with FAMILIES = and they sought for a promising young Lad to run with the Ball! I hope they will NOT FOOL ME with a QUOTATION ELLEN WHITE NEVER MADE = !!!

HERE IS WHAT SHE DID SAY:

"HE HIMSELF is the "BRIDEGROOM" = the "BRIDE" is "THE CHURCH!" MH 356. "HE the BRIDEGROOM, and the CHURCH the BRIDE!" Ev.318. SM 1:305. (Want any MORE?) T5:485. BC 7:985-6. ED 268.

BEAULIEU SETS HIMSELF UP AS "JUDGE!"

And grants "SAINTHOOD" to GROTHEER and SESSLER. p.64.
"AND THE REST OF YOU "REFORMERS!" =
more then once you are "ALL" FALSE PROPHETS!" I think perhaps this is MORE than ENOUGH = we can close the Book on this Case. No need to investigate further. UNLESS we hear any are FALLING for this WET-BEHIND-THE=EARS = JUNK = '!!!

IT SEEMS "THE BRIDE" IS "SEALED!"
THE "BRIDESMAIDS" ARE "MARTYRED!"
HIS MESSAGE IS "INFALLIBLE!" p.80.
ALL BECAUSE THEY GO BY:

"URIAH SMITH!"

2 VALUABLE PAPERS FROM RICK HENWOOD =
28 Donald Street, Blackburn South, 3130, Victoria, AUSTRALIA. 1) "THE 10 VIRGIN PARABLE" = do not know if he has any left. 2) PHOTO COPIES of the MAIN SOP REFERENCES.

A NEW ONE = "PHILADELPHIA THE TRANSLATION CHURCH."
You will not get "RICH" putting out NOTHING but TRUTH = perhaps as we have found through the Years = we have to put up one-Third to one-Half the Funds required. LARGELY A COMPILATION OF REFERENCES. We hope people will RESPOND so that Brother Henwood will write for us MORE OFTEN. FREE OF URIAH SMITH "TRADITION." If you must have "TRADITIONAL ADVENTISM" = write to WHEELING or STANDISH or for a good MIX = "THE OMEGA JOURNAL." We will very soon find out WHO=IS=RIGHT = !!! But in that Time of coming "CRISIS!" = it will be TOO LATE to take the RIGHT SIDE = it must be done = "NOW!" "TODAY is the Day of Salvation!" We have only a few Days left. Called: "GOLDEN MOMENTS!"
EXPECT THE DEVIL TO LASH HIS TAIL

in RAGE and FURY! as his HARD-CORE DIE-HARDS (as RED BOLSHEVISM IN EUROPE) try to HANG ON to their POSITIONS and TRADITIONS. Like LEECHES to a SLIMY ROCK = "NEVER LET GO!"

I SAW THE PATTERN - ARTICLE AFTER ARTICLE =

A BOMB-SHELL! I usually do not read articles by ELLEN WHITE = because I read them before. But in this Case = this Morning = (Feb. 10, 1990.) I went back and read and "MARKED!" (If it's NOT "MARKED!" - it's not READ!) From "1888 MATERIALS" = after having ENOUGH of the "URIAH SMITH GANG" as she came back to take them on = and several Times the NEED to have on = "THE FULL ARMOR OF GOD!" and the DIFFERENCE between "CHURCH" and "SYNAGOGUE!!" = as well as what "PATH" are we on = ??? Whose "VOICE" are we heeding = ??? This is WONDERFUL!
Which SIDE should we TAKE = ???

THEN AFTER I WROTE THE ABOVE = I READ =

THE LAST ("GUEST") ARTICLE by JOE MANISCALCO = the "PAPACY" is EVERYTHING = It is the "GENERAL MOVEMENT" of EZEKIEL 28 = It is NOT the PROTESTANTS (ADVENTISTS) OF AMERICA = NO = NO = NO!

I REALIZED WITH SICKENING REALITY =

as many Times before = this is a MAJOR PLAY = TO-TAKE= OVER=THIS=CHURCH = !!! as the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" TRIED in 1959 = AS GROTHEER and AL FRIEND TAUGHT = the YEAR THE LORD CUT DOWN AL FRIEND = they were sending their followers BACK=INTO=THE-CHURCH = to take it OVER!

THEIR PLANS = WILL NOT WORK =

but this looks like ANOTHER "SHEPHERD'S ROD" MOVE = to put in their OWN "LEADERSHIP!!" = and SAIL this WATER-LOGGED LAODICEAN SCOW = into the HARBOR! THIS COULD BE NOTHING BUT A:

TROJAN HORSE = !!!

EXPECT "ALL HELL!" TO BREAK LOOSE IN THE DAYS AHEAD = !!! THE OLD SONG = they are going to SAVE US from the "PAPACY" = and NOT from APOSTATE ADVENTISM of GC 443 to 445 = 606 to 608 = !!!

THEY ARE STILL THE INNOCENT LITTLE HARMLESS "LAMB!"

WE SHALL SEE!

[Send Us More Names!]